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ABSTRACT

The study centres on a long-term residential programme for the treatment of severe conduct disorder. A number of young people leave the programme before completion of treatment. The focus of the study is to examine existing data from psychometric tests to determine whether the data can provide material which delineates a completer profile and a non-completer profile. The data was originally collected as part of the assessment and diagnostic process for entry to the programme. All of the young people met criteria for a diagnosis of severe conduct disorder with early onset.

Secondary data analysis was used, to delineate a profile of each group. Differences between the two groups were found in the areas of resilience factors, internalising and externalising characteristics, and comorbidity with a range of disorders. Comorbidity with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder was particularly prevalent.

As the data samples were small the current study is exploratory and descriptive, rather than predictive or inferential. Gender and ethnicity affect both the manifestation of conduct disorder and response to treatment. However, the small sample size did not allow separate analysis along gender or ethnic lines. Both of these areas warrant further research.

Conduct disorder is a complex disorder, which affects every domain of the young person's life including family, individual development, educational achievement, peer relations, social relations, criminal history, and physical and mental health. Ecological models have explanatory utility in terms of aetiology, symptomatology, and treatment rationale covering all domains and are used as a framework for this study.

This study reviews relevant literature, gives a brief outline of the specific programme, describes the method and results of the secondary analysis of the test data, and concludes with a discussion about the implications of the findings, and some suggestions for the design of further programmes and for future research in this area.
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FOREWORD

Of all the boys on the beach batto was the biggest brave. best swimmer best diver
best floater he was the shark of the sea-egg season and he ducked every boy he was
sure he could beat any time any place without reason.

he was the shake of their cake the stone of their bush. he was the boast of the
beach-boys gang

batto came from the tumbledown village of low wooden houses overlooking the
bay which stood on their stilts like a crab on its claws. where they nevvah had
bottles rounn their garden beds

cause they nevvah had gardens an bottles were fuh fights an they was plenty fights
in de hickey. They could curse yuh mudder and ax fuh yuh faddah cause they didnt
have mothers like the land-boys had an you couldnt curse they fathers who were
fishermen

batto never had a mother like the land-boys had and hed never even had to go to
school. but hed been to dodds and hoped one day to go to a proper prison for the
man who would cross his path so the beach-boys said

dodds was the place with the high barbed wire and the cat-o-nine tails far far away
in the country. but your parents were vague if you asked where it was what it
meant. you were told it was the place where the bad boys went

when he was he didnt know how much then, batto had burss another boy eye in a
fight

it was so:


Conduct disorder is associated with bad boys. This overlooks a significant number
of girls with conduct disorder. The bad boy epithet takes a moral stance in relation
to what will be discussed here as a mental health disorder, with attempts to provide
appropriate treatment for that disorder.

Like batto, many conduct disordered youth have low socioeconomic status, and the
disadvantages which attend that status. Like batto, many have divided and
conflicted families. Like batto, their horizons may be restricted to a future behind
barbed wire where the bad boys go.